MYANMAR EMERGENCY OVERVIEW MAP
Number of people displaced since Feb 2021 and remain displaced
(excl. 23 August 2021)

*17,700 persons are displaced by armed conflict in neighbouring Kayah State while 700 persons are displaced by inter-ethnic conflict between SSSP and RCSS
**Number may be fluctuate in Sagaing Region due to the uncertain situation and difficulties in accessing precise figures
***Estimates by Indian state governments
****Geographical locations in SE Myanmar is under gathering

**Estimated internal displacement within Myanmar since 1 February 2021 (rounded to the nearest hundred)**

**Estimated displacement to neighbouring countries since 1 February 2021**

Source: UNHCR Myanmar, MINU MYANMAR
Date: 23 August 2021
Contact: myanmar@unhcr.org

[Map showing the number of people displaced within Myanmar and to neighbouring countries with estimated figures and geographical locations marked]